BEST WEB USABILITY PRACTICES
FOR OPTIMUM USER EXPERIENCE

Better website design leads to better results. More people are inclined to use a well-presented site, the customer
experience improves, sales go up and ultimately − revenues increase. But what goes into making a great site?
A look at top five news sites reveals some simple usability practices and design guidelines that can be easily
applied to a wide range of websites. The success of a site relates to a combination of factors including its
appearance, functionality and content. By identifying the successful approaches to site design utilized by top news
sites and integrating some of these same attributes into your own site, you can improve your site’s readability,
popularity and conversion rates, contributing to its overall success.
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bbc.co.uk
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The BBC recently celebrated its 90 birthday, having broadcast its first bulletin in 1922. Its award-winning website was launched in 1997. Today, the BBC News
website is the most popular news site in the world, with around 40 million unique users per week and an Alexa Global Traffic rank of 61.

BBC News is a large site with over two million web pages, and it supports a degree of complexity that is beyond
what’s required for smaller news sites. The success of BBC News is partly due to the organization’s successful
implementation of several essential usability guidelines.
Important information goes first. The page follows an inverted pyramid design, meaning that the more significant
news stories are placed nearer to the top. This rule of thumb is applicable to a wide range of sites, from eCommerce
or corporate sites to community building and social networking.
Text on the home page is short. Instead of an introductory paragraph or sentence, titles are followed by short,
clipped summaries of about 20 words or less.
The site uses easy-to-read fonts. Unlike the traditional news fonts found on other sites, BBC News employs a sans
serif font both for headings and text.
Imagery is used frequently, but without dominating the page. Images break up the text, making it easier to
absorb each item. Photographs are topical, underscoring the message of each article, but are relatively small − and
not overwhelming. The text is still the primary focus.
Internal links ease navigation. The site includes links that jump to subheadings within the articles, helping readers
find what they want. The links are easier to read than blocks of text.
Multimedia is fully integrated. Articles are paired with relevant video footage, creating a more compelling user
experience. An article heading may also include direct links to videos.
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dailymail.co.uk
The Daily Mail’s website is perhaps the world’s number one news source. Established in 1896, the Daily Mail is a British national tabloid that covers news,
sports, entertainment and horoscopes. Known for its mix of highbrow and very lowbrow news and scandalous headlines, the website’s entertaining and
sometimes mind-stretching articles cover, on an average day, everything from drugs, murder and rape to the heterosexual and homosexual relationships of
the rich and famous. The site, which has been online for 17 years, currently has an Alexa Global Traffic rank of 135.

The well-loved Daily Mail sports ridiculously lengthy and verbose headlines, which drive customers through the site,
successfully illustrate a variety of important usability guidelines:
The home page encourages readers to click. The Daily Mail has an unusually long home page. This enforces the
site’s call to action: With lengthy and intriguing headlines, readers are more likely to click on at least one link.
Typography emphasizes relevant importance of content. Font size is adjusted to indicate which articles are
important. Individual words are formatted in caps to draw the reader’s attention.
Colors delineate each major section of the site. For example, News has a blue menu, while Sports has a green
menu. Colors are reinforced when the reader hovers over links to the different sections on the site’s home page.
Images are used extensively. The site juxtaposes multiple pictures and places smaller pictures within larger images
− telling a story without words.
The menu bar is very simple. Readers click on each menu item to view the different sections of the site. A secondary
menu is displayed horizontally, within each section.
Readers can find the information they want. For example, the weather forecast is visible on the home page. This is
a perfect illustration of the cardinal rule of usability – helping readers find what they need without complex
navigation. This is an important lesson that is also very significant for non-content websites. Helping readers find
what they seek with minimal clicking is critical to the success of the site.
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techcrunch.com
TechCrunch is a group-edited weblog about startups in the Web 2.0 sector − a must for techies, startups and venture capitalists. Getting a business
mentioned on TechCrunch can lead to thousands of clicks or new customers for new websites and eBusinesses. Founded in 2005, the site currently has an
Alexa Global Traffic rank of 609.
TechCrunch is a blog, not a newspaper, and the layout is chronological, with recent posts showing up first. The site,
which shares quality content about the Web 2.0 industry, incorporates some great examples of successful usability
and design:
The text is in chunks. Every article on the home page is associated with a picture or logo. Images tend to be small,
but they increase usability by breaking up text. Similarly, images are integrated into a secondary menu (along the top
of the screen) and a vertical menu (on the right edge of the screen), further chunking the text.
The site maximizes white space. The home page of TechCrunch has a simple design with a lot of white space,
minimum text and a straight-forward structure. In non-content sites white space is equally important, as it allows
readers to focus and absorb without being overwhelmed.
Elegant use is made of the color green. The text is black on white. But menu items, section labels and links are
green, and highlight the company’s logo.
The site embraces easy-to-read fonts. TechCrunch uses a sans serif font, both for the headings and the text.
There’s a clear call to action: Share. The site showcases its interest in Web 2.0. Social media icons are all over the
place. On the home page, they are displayed near the top and next to each article heading, with additional links on
internal pages. The social media feel of the site is also underscored by a link to register for TechCrunch events.
Extensive links are littered throughout the text. Sites of interest to the Web 2.0 community, wherever they appear
in the text, are formatted in bold and in the color green. This distinctive formatting helps readers notice relevant
company names.
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huffingtonpost.com
The Huffington Post is an award-winning, online-only news organization launched in 2005 by Arianna Huffington, currently its president and editor in chief. In
2011, the site first surpassed the New York Times in unique visitors a month. It was acquired by AOL for $315 million. Currently, the site – known for its wide
range of topics, subjects and writer styles − has over 50 million unique visitors a month and an Alexa Global Traffic rank of 97.
The Huffington Post website is one of the few news sites with links to content that it did not create but thinks is
valuable. The site is dynamic, busy and colorful − sometimes bordering on the outlandish. Its design integrates
several tricks that maximize its usability:
Navigation is consistent throughout the site. The Huffington Post has a conspicuous menu bar that is consistently
visible in all sections of the site. Drop-down lists on the menu bar give readers a sense of the headlines and create
the illusion of flipping through a printed paper.
The Search box is prominent. The Search box is centrally placed at the top. It’s a large box that can’t be missed. For
many readers, the search box is a primary navigation tool.
The site encourages sharing. Large social media icons occupy a central space, facilitating participation and
response. A sidebar suggests that readers recommend popular articles.
Multimedia plays an important role. The site includes Top Video Picks and slideshows that neatly integrate photos
with text. It has its own streaming video network, HuffPost Live.
Fonts vary in size, color and shape. The Huffington Post uses unusually large fonts for the main headline, in caps −
sometimes in the color red – and this captures the reader’s attention.
Extensive imagery keeps readers engaged. A huge image takes up the real estate above the fold and gives a
distinct look & feel to the site. This strategy works because navigation is primarily by means of the menu items at the
top, which compensates for the lack of visible text.
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nytimes.com
Founded in 1851, the New York Times considers itself the gold standard of journalism. It has won 108 Pulitzer Prizes, more than any other newspaper. The
New York Times website, launched in 1996, now has approximately 25 million unique visitors a month and an Alexa Global Traffic Rank of 132.
The New York Times is famous for charging readers for content. In March 2011, it rolled out a metered pay wall,
challenging the predominantly held belief that readers won’t pay for news online. Two years later, the pay wall is on
track to generate about $100 million in annual revenue. The success of the website and its unusual pay wall is partly
due to its loyal community of readers, but it may also be due to optimized design:
Content is well organized. The home page has a clean, low-key and professional look with easy access to the main
stories without scrolling down. A neat menu bar appears vertically, on the left of the page, which lists primary
sections and subsections of the paper in a small font.
Text can be easily skimmed. The home page is divided into small chunks of text that are easily digested. Headings
are larger font than paragraph text and break up the flow of the page.
The layout facilitates readability. In keeping with the site’s understated design, the home page leaves a lot of white
space. One interesting photograph on a timely theme is placed in the middle of the page, further breaking up the
text and giving the design a more sophisticated feel.
Word order of headlines is purposeful. Significant words generally appear first. This is because online readers are
known to skip words, and rarely absorb all of the text on a page. A reader skimming the page for information about a
given topic is more likely to notice the article when the key words come first.

Eye on the Prize: Apply and Increase Earning
According to well-known usability guru Jakob Nielsen (Usability 101), two of the five quality components of usability are how easy is it for users
to accomplish tasks on your site and how pleasant using the design is.
As these popular news sites illustrate, content is formatted successfully for the web if it meets readers’ expectations regarding structure,
behavior, language and appearance. This means creating a design that is easy for the eye to scan, so that readers absorb information online.
The top tips gleaned here include placing content above the fold, using clear fonts, making a good use of imagery, encouraging readers to
scroll, motivating readers to click, organizing content well, and providing easy navigation.
These key usability practices apply equally to other types of websites, whether they are personal blogs, photo sharing sites or online catalogs. A
range of web tools are available that assess usability and help maximize each site’s potential based on these guidelines.
According to Nielsen, “On the Web, usability is a necessary condition for survival. If a website is difficult to use, people leave.” By adapting the
above guidelines to the needs of your own site, you can attract more readers, improve usability, optimize user experience and − most
significantly − increase revenues.
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